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Abstract
The rise of Structured Programming and Abstract Data Types
in the 1970’s represented a major shift in programming languages. These methodologies represented a move away from
a programming model that reflected incidental features of
the underlying hardware architecture and toward a model
that emphasized programmer intent more directly. This shift
simultaneously made it easier and less error prone for a developer to convert their mental model of a system into code
and led to a golden age of compiler and IDE tooling development. This paper takes another step on this path by further
lifting the model for iterative processing away from low-level
loop actions, enriching the language with algebraic data transformation operators, and further simplifying the problem of
reasoning about program behavior by removing incidental
ties to a particular computational substrate and indeterminate
behaviors. We believe that, just as structured programming
did years ago, this regularized programming model will lead
to massively improved developer productivity, increased software quality, and enable a second golden age of developments
in compilers and developer tooling.
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Introduction

The introduction and widespread use of structured programming [14] and abstract data types [42] marked a major shift
in how programs are developed. Fundamentally, the concepts
and designs introduced by these programming methodologies
simplified the reasoning about program behavior by eliminating substantial sources of, usually entirely accidental [8],
complexity. This allowed engineers to focus on the intent
and core behavior of their code more directly and, as a result, produced a drastic improvements in software quality and
ability to construct large software artifacts. Just as accidental
complexity is an impediment to human understanding of a
program it is also an impediment to applying formal reasoning
techniques. Despite the inability of structured programming
to fully bridge the chasm of formal mathematical analysis, issues with loop-invariants and mutation-frames among others
prevented the practical use of verification techniques, it did
provide the needed simplifications to enable reasoning about
limited forms of program behavior and supported a golden
age of IDE tooling and compiler development [34, 54].
Drawing inspiration from these successes, this paper seeks
to identify additional opportunities to eliminate complexity
with the intent that these simplifications will lead to similar advances in software quality, programmer productivity,

and compilers/tooling. The first contribution of this paper is
an identification and categorization of unnecessary complexity sources which can be alleviated via thoughtful language
design (Section 2).
Using the sources of complexity identified in Section 2
as a guide, the second contribution of this paper is the introduction of the B OSQUE L ANGUAGE1 (Section 3). The
B OSQUE language demonstrates the feasibility of eliminating
these sources of complexity while retaining the expressivity
and performance needed for a practical language as well as
hinting at opportunities for improved developer productivity
and software quality.
Section 4 goes into detail on how the concepts used in the
design of the B OSQUE language represent a larger step in the
development of programming languages and models. Thus,
the third contribution of this paper is the introduction of the
regularized programming model. This model builds on the
successes of structured programming and abstract data types
by simplifying existing programming models into a regularized form that eliminates major sources of errors, simplifies
code understanding and modification, and converts many automated reasoning tasks over code into trivial propositions.
To explore the opportunities that regularized programming
enables this paper concludes with three case studies, using
the ability to precisely analyze the semantics of a program to
verify correctness, validating SemVer [67] usage, and how the
regularized semantics enable SIMD [34] optimization in scenarios that would be otherwise difficult or impossible. These
results demonstrate how the unique properties of regularized
programming enable the implementation of previously impractical developer experiences beyond the direct benefits to
software quality and developer productivity that are possible
when moving beyond structured programming!

2

Complexity Sources

Based on a range of experiences and sources including developer interviews, personal experience with analysis/runtime/compiler development, and empirical studies this section identifies five major sources of accidental complexity that can be
addressed via thoughtful language design. These are sources
of various of bug families, increase the effort required for a
developer to reason about and implement functionality in an
1 The

B OSQUE specification, parser, type checker, reference interpreter,
and IDE support are open-sourced and available at https://github.com/
Microsoft/BosqueLanguage.

application, and greatly complicate (or make it infeasible to)
automatically reason about a program.

the number of details that must be tracked and restored can
increase drastically increasing opportunities for mistakes and
oversights to occur. Section 4.1 shows how the B OSQUE language eliminates this problem through the introduction of
algebraic bulk data operators.

Mutable State and Frames: Mutable state is a deeply complicated concept to model and reason about. The introduction
of mutability into a programming language destroys the ability to reason about the application in a monotone [56] manner
which forces the programmer (and any analysis tools) to identify which facts remain true after an operation and which are
invalidated. The ability for mutable code to affect the state
of the application via both return values and side affects on
arguments (or other global state) also introduces the need to
reason about the logical frame [47, 64] of every operation.
Section 4.1 examines how the B OSQUE language eliminates
this source of complexity through the use of immutable data
representation.

Equality and Aliasing: Programming languages live at the
boundary of mathematics and engineering. Although language semantics are formulated as a mathematical concept
there are common cases, e.g. reference equality, pass by-value
vs. by-reference, or evaluation orders, that expose and favor
one particular hardware substrate, generally a Von Neumann
architecture, either intentionally for performance or accidentally by habit or history. While seemingly minor these choices
have a major impact on comprehensibility – merely exposing reference equality pulls in the complexity of reasoning
about aliasing relations and greatly complicates compilation
on other architectures. Section 4.3 shows how the B OSQUE
language eliminates reference equality and, as a consequence,
eliminates the complexity of aliasing questions and by-value
vs. by-ref argument passing issues.

Loops, Recursion, and Invariants: Loops and recursion
represent a fundamental challenge to reasoning as the code
describes the effects of a single step but understanding the
full construct requires generalization to a quantified property
over a set of values. Invariants [19, 27] provide the needed
connection but a generalized technique for their computation
is, of course, impossible in general and has proved elusive
even for restricted applications. Section 4.5 examines how
B OSQUE handles the invariant problem by eliminating loops
and restricting recursion.

3

B OSQUE Language Overview

The B OSQUE language derives from a combination of TypeScript [72] inspired syntax and types plus ML [52] and Node/
JavaScript [31, 58] inspired semantics. This section provides
the syntax and operators of the B OSQUE language with an
emphasis on features of the language that are not widely seen
in other programming languages. Section 4 focuses on how
these features and design choices address various sources of
complexity enumerated in Section 2.

Indeterminate Behaviors: Indeterminate behaviors, including undefined, under specified, or non-deterministic or environmental behavior, require a programmer or analysis tool to
reason about and account for all possible outcomes. While
truly undefined behavior, e.g. uninitialized variables, has disappeared from most languages there is a large class of underspecified behavior, e.g. sort stability, map/dictionary enumeration order, etc., that remains. These increase the complexity
of the development process and, as time goes on, are slowly
being seen as liabilities that should be removed [9]. Less
obviously the inclusion of non-deterministic and/or environmental interaction results in code that cannot be reliably tested
(flakey tests), behaves differently for non-obvious reasons,
and frequently mixes failure logic widely through a codebase.
Section 4.2 explains how B OSQUE eliminates these sources
of complexity by fully determinizing the language semantics
and Section 4.4 further simplifies issues around evaluation
orders.

3.1

B OSQUE Type System

The B OSQUE language supports a simple and non-opinionated
type system that allows developers to use a range of structural, nominal, and combination types to best convey their
intent and flexibly encode the relevant features of the problem
domain.
Nominal Type System: The nominal type system is a mostly
standard object-oriented design with parametric polymorphism provided by generics. Users can define abstract types,
concept declarations, which allow both abstract definitions
and inheritable implementations for const members, static
functions, member fields, and member methods. The concept
types are fully abstract and can never be instantiated concretely. The entity declarations create types that can instantiate concepts as well as override definitions in them and can
be instantiated concretely but can never be further inherited
from. Developers can also alias types or create special types
using typedef, enum, and ckey (Section 4.3) constructs.
The B OSQUE core library defines several unique concepts/
entities. The Any type is a uber type which all others are a
subtype of, the None and Some types are for distinguishing

Data Invariant Violations: Programming languages generally provide operators for accessing, and in imperative languages updating, individual elements in arrays/tuples or fields
in objects/records. The fact that these accessors/updaters operate on an individual elementwise basis results in programmers
updating the state of an object over multiple steps, or manually exploding and object before creating an updated copy,
during this span invariants which normally hold are temporarily invalidated before being restored. During these intervals
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around the unique none value, and Tuple, Record, etc. exist
to unify with the structural type system. The language has
primitives for Bool, Int, String, etc. as well as the expected
parametric collection types such as List[T] and Map[K, V].

f u n c t i o n nsum ( d : I n t , . . . a r g s : L i s t [ I n t ] ) : I n t {
r e t u r n a r g s . sum ( d e f a u l t =d ) ;
}
f u n c t i o n np ( p1 : I n t , p2 : I n t ) : { x : I n t , y : I n t } {
r e t u r n @{x=p1 , y=p2 } ;
}

Structural Type System: The type system includes Tuples
and Records for structural types. These are structurally selfdescribing, allow for optional entries with the “?” syntax,
and can be specified as closed or open using the “. . .” syntax.
Functions are also first class types. In the B OSQUE language
functions can use named arguments, thus names are part of the
function type with a special “_” name value for don’t cares.
Functions also allow for optional parameters, with the “?”
syntax, and rest parameters using the “. . .” syntax. Examples
of these types include:

/ / c a l l s w i t h e x p l i c i t arguments
var x = nsum ( 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 ) ;
var a = np ( 1 , 2 ) ;
var b = np ( p2 =2 , 1 ) ;
/ / same a s a
var c = np ( p2 =2 , p1 = 1 ) ; / / a l s o same a s a
/ / c a l l s w i t h s p r e a d arguments
var t = @[1 , 2 , 3 ] ;
var y = nsum ( 0 , . . . t ) ; / / same a s x
var r = @{p1 =1 , p2 = 2 } ;
var d = np ( . . . r ) ; / / same a s a

[ I n t , ? : Bool ] / / Tuple , s e c o n d i n d e x i s o p t i o n a l
[ I n t , . . . ] / / Tuple , has an I n t r e s t i s open
{ f : I n t , g ? : Bool } / / Record r e q u i r e d f o p t i o n a l g
{ f : I n t , . . . } / / Record r e q u i r e d f open o t h e r
f n ( x : I n t ) > I n t / / F u n c t i o n r e q u i r e d x arg
f n ( _ : I n t ) > I n t / / F u n c t i o n r e q u i r e d unnamed arg
f n ( x ? : I n t ) > I n t / / F u n c t i o n o p t i o n a l x arg
f n ( . . . l : L i s t [ I n t ] ) > I n t / / F u n c t i o n r e s t L i s t arg

The first of the examples show the use of rest and named
arguments in call signatures. These features work similarly
to implementations in existing languages. In our example the
call to nsum takes an arbitrary number of arguments which
are automatically converted into a List. The calls to np show
how named parameters can be used and mixed with positional
parameters.
The next set of examples show how spread arguments
can be used. In the first case a tuple, @[1, 2, 3], is created
and assigned to the variable t. This tuple is then spread to
provide some of the arguments to nsum. Semantically, the
call nsum(0, ...t) is the same as nsum(0, t[0], t[1], t
[2]) and, as a result, the value in y is the same as the value
computed for x. The spread operator also works for records
and named parameters. In the example the call to np(...r) is
semantically the same as np(p1=r.p1, p2=r.p2). Although
not shown here spread can also be used on any collection,
List, Set, Map, based data values as well.

Combination Type System: With the base structural and
nominal types we also provide support for union and, limited,
conjunction. The “T1 | T2” notation specifies a type may be
either T1 or T2 while the notation “T1?“ is shorthand for T1 |
None. Note that in this construction (T1?)? is the same type
as T1?. The type system also admits conjunction but limits
it to conjunctions of nominal types. The notation “T1 + T2”
specifies the type must provide both T1 and T2.
3.2

B OSQUE Expressions

Expressions in B OSQUE include the expected set of function
calls, global/const/local variable accesses, binary operators,
comparators, and data structure accessors. However, a key
observation from our interaction with Node.js developers was
the extensive time spent reshaping data via transforms which
involve copying, merging, and updating data from various
sources into a new representation. To simplify these tasks, and
remove several common sources of accidental complexity discussed in Section 4.1, we provide specialized bulk algebraic
data operations and integrated support for none (or optional
data) processing. Other notable features include atomic constructors, pipeline support for collection processing and the
support of if and match as expressions.

Atomic Constructors: B OSQUE tuples, records and lambda
functions are created in the standard way. However, to reduce
the amount of boilerplate code introduced by constructors,
and in particular constructors that have long argument lists
that are mainly passed through to super constructors, B OSQUE
uses construction via direct field initialization to construct
entity (object) values. For many uses this simple direct initializer approach is sufficient and there is no need for complex
constructors that compute derived values as part of the execution.
c o n c e p t Bar {
field f : Int ;

Call Arguments: A major feature of the JavaScript ES6 specification [31] was the introduction of spread and rest operators.
The rest operator is analogous to the well known varargs
from other programming languages but the spread operator
introduces new power by functioning as the conceptual inverse. The B OSQUE language has borrowed the rest/spread
concepts and combined them with named argument support
which can be used in situations as shown:

factory default () : { f : Int } {
r e t u r n @{f = 1 } ;
}
}
e n t i t y Baz p r o v i d e s Bar {
field g: Int ;
f i e l d h : Bool = t r u e ;
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Figure 1. B OSQUE Expression Grammar (Subset)
(@[7 , 8 ] ) <~(0=5 , 3 = 1 ) ; / / @[5 , 8 , none , 1 ]
(@[7 , 8 ] ) <+(@[5]) ;
/ / @[7 , 8 , 5 ]

factory i d e n t i t y ( i : Int ) : { f : Int , g : Int } {
r e t u r n @{f = i , g= i } ;
}

(@{ f =1 , g = 2 } )@{f , h } ;
/ / @{f =1 , h=none }
(@{ f =1 , g = 2 } ) <~( f =5 , h = 1 ) ;
/ / @{f =5 , g =2 , h =1}
(@{ f =1 , g = 2 } ) <+(@{ f =5 , h = 1 } ) ; / / @{f =5 , g =2 , h =1}

}
var x = Baz@{f =1 , g = 2 } ;
var y = Baz@{f =1 , g =2 , h= f a l s e } ;

Baz@i d e n t i t y
Baz@i d e n t i t y
Baz@i d e n t i t y
Baz@i d e n t i t y
Baz@i d e n t i t y

var p = Baz@i d e n t i t y ( 1 ) ;
var q = Baz @ { . . . Bar : : d e f a u l t ( ) , g = 2 } ;

In this code snippet two Baz entities are allocated via the
atomic initialization constructor. In the first case the omitted h
field is set to the provided default value of true. Sometimes it
is useful to encapsulate initialization logic and, to accomplish
this, we allow for the definition of factory functions which
operate similar to constructors but, in some sense, are upside
down. A factory function returns a record with all the fields
needed for the enclosing entity/concept. So, the identity
factory defines f and g. When invoked with the constructor
syntax this is desugared to the atomic initializer with the result
of factory, Baz@{...Baz::identity(1)}, in our example.

/ / @{f =1 , h= t r u e }
/ / error
/ / Baz@{f =5 , g =1 , h= t r u e }
/ / error
/ / Baz@{f =5 , g =1 , h= t r u e }

None Processing: Handling none values (or null, undefined,
etc. in other languages) is a relatively common task that can
obscure the fundamental intent of a section of code with nests
of cases and conditional handling for the special case. To
simplify this type of code languages have introduced various forms of null-coalescing or elvis operators. The definition of B OSQUE follows a similar approach by having both
elvis operator support for all chainable actions and specific
none-coalescing operations (e.g. as opposed to truthy based
coalescing of the logical operators in JavaScript).

Bulk Algebraic Data Operations: The bulk algebraic operations in B OSQUE start with support for bulk reads and updates
to data values. In addition to eliminating opportunities to forget or confuse a field the B OSQUE operators help focus the
code on the overall intent, instead of being hidden in the individual steps, and allow a developer to perform algebraic
reasoning on the data structure operations. We provide several
flavors of these algebraic operations for various data types,
tuples, records, and nominal types, and operations including
projection, multi-update, and merge.
(@[7 , 8 , 9 ] ) @[0 , 2 ] ;

( 1 )@{f , h } ;
( 1 )@{f , k } ;
( 1 ) <~( f = 5 ) ;
( 1 ) <~( p = 5 ) ;
( 1 ) <+(@{ f = 5 } ) ;

@{}. h
@{}. h . k
@{}. h ? . k
@{h = { } } . h ? . k
@{h ={ k = 3 } } . h ? . k

/ / none
/ / error
/ / none
/ / none
//3

function default ( x ?: Int , y ?: Int ) : Int {
r e t u r n ( x ? | 0 ) + ( y ? | 0 ) ; / / d e f a u l t on none
}
d e f a u l t (1 , 1) / / 2
default (1)
//1
default ()
//0
f u n c t i o n check ( x ? : I n t , y ? : I n t ) : I n t ? {
r e t u r n x ?& y ?& x + y ; / / check none

/ / @[7 , 9 ]
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...

Figure 2. B OSQUE Statement Grammar (Subset)
JavaScript and TypeScript being two of the most popular languages with other interesting projects, like ReasonML [62],
experimenting with fusing functional programming with block
scopes and “{. . .}” braces. The B OSQUE language follows
this trend with two novel adjustments, allowing multiple assignments to a variable and supporting statement expressions,
to support functional style programming in a block-scoped
language. Consider the code:

}
d e f a u l t (1 , 1) / / 2
default (1)
/ / none
default ()
/ / none

Collection Pipelining: Higher-order processing of collections
is a fundamental aspect of the B OSQUE language (see Section 4.5) but often times chaining filter/map/etc. is not a natural way to think about a particular set of operations and
can result in the creation of substantial memory allocation
for intermediate collection objects. Thus, B OSQUE allows
the use of both method chaining for calls on collections and
pipelining, |> inspired by LINQ [6, 41], values through multiple steps. This allows a developer to specify a sequence
of operations, each of which is applied to elements from a
base collection sequence, that transform the input data into
a final collection. As with other chaining we support nonecoalescing operations, |?>, which propagates a none immediately to the output in the pipeline and, |??>, which short
circuits the processing and drops the value.

/ / Multiple assignment
function abs ( x : I n t ) : I n t {
var ! y = x ;
i f ( y < 0) {
y = y ;
}
return y ;
}

This function shows the use of multiple updates to the same
variable. We distinguish between variables, var, that are fixed
and those, var!, that can be updated. This ability to set/update
a variable as a body executes simplifies a variety of common
coding patters and, since the language is loop free, can be
easily converted to a SSA [13] form that restores the purely
functional nature of the semantics.

var v : L i s t [ I n t ? ] = L i s t @{1, 2 , none , 4 } ;
/ / Chained  L i s t @{1 , 4 , 1 6 }
var r 1 = v . f i l t e r ( f n ( x ) => x ! = none )
. map [ I n t ] ( f n ( x ) => x * x ) ;
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/ / Piped w i t h none t o r e s u l t  L i s t @{1 , 4 , none , 1 6 }
var r 2 = v | ? > map [ I n t ] ( f n ( x ) => x * x ) ;
/ / Piped w i t h n o n e a b l e f i l t e r  L i s t @{1 , 4 , 1 6 }
var r 3 = v | ? ? > map [ I n t ] ( f n ( x ) => x * x ) ;

3.3

Regularized Programming

This section focuses on how concepts and features in the
B OSQUE language interact to address various sources of complexity identified in Section 2 and how this regularized form
eliminates major sources of errors, simplifies code understanding and modification, and converts many automated reasoning
tasks over code into trivial propositions.

B OSQUE Statements

Given the rich set of expression primitives in B OSQUE there
is a reduced need for a large set of statement combinators.
Coming from a functional language perspective the language
includes the expected Match and If which can be used as both
expressions and statements as well as a structured assignment
operator for easy destructuring of return values. As high reliability software is a key goal, B OSQUE provides an assert,
enabled only for debug builds, and a check, enabled on all
builds, as first class features in the language (in addition to
pre/post conditions and class invariants). We also note that
there are no looping constructs in the language.

4.1

(Im)mutable State

Reasoning about and understanding the effect of a statement
or block of code is greatly simplified when it is side-effect
free. Functional languages have long benefited from this property and developers, in particular in the cloud/web space, have
been migrating towards programming models that either encourage the use of immutable data [29, 61, 63] or explicitly
provide immutable and functional programming as part of the
language semantics [16, 62]. B OSQUE follows this trend by
adopting a functional programming model with immutable
data. Moving to an immutable model of computation these
avoids the issues with non-monotone reasoning [56] and the
need to compute logical frames [47, 64] identified previously.

Block SSA Local variables with block structured code is a
very appealing model for developers in the cloud/IoT space.
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//Bosque Implementation
concept Bar {
field f: Int;
}

//JavaScript Implementation
class Bar {
constructor(f) {
this.f = f;
}
}

entity Baz provides Bar {
field g: Int;
}

class Baz extends Bar {
constructor(f, g) {
super(f);
this.g = g;
}
}

var x = Baz@{f=1, g=2};
var y = x<~(f=3);

var x = new Baz(1, 2);
var y = new Baz(3, x.g);

Figure 3. Constructors and Updates: JavaScript vs. Bosque
However, even with immutable objects there can be subtle challenges with constructor semantics and implementing operations which create a copy of a value with updates
to some subset of the contained values. Constructor bodies
where fields are initialized sequentially with, potentially other
computation mixed in, can lead to issues where methods are
invoked on partially initialized values. Updates to objects are
often implemented by copying fields/properties individually
while replacing the some subset with new values. These issues can lead to both subtle bugs during initial coding and
also make it difficult to update data representations when
refactoring code or adding a new feature at some later date.
Consider the code shown in Figure 3. The JavaScript implementation on the left has substantially more boilerplate construction code and argument propagation than the B OSQUE
version on the right. Further, the use of atomic constructors
prevents the partially initialized object problem [17, 18, 32]
when constructing the Baz object. This example also shows
how the bulk algebraic operations simplify the update/copy
of the Baz object as well.
The value of the bulk algebraic operators is more evident
when we consider what happens when a developer later decides that the base class Bar needs a new field, say k, to support a new feature request. The diff of code in JavaScript and
B OSQUE required to make this change is shown in Figure 4.
As can be seen the addition of a single field in the JavaScript
code requires manually threading the new value though both
constructors, updating the constructor calls, and the copy operations – touching almost every line of code. On the other hand
the B OSQUE code only requires an update to the constructor
since the algebraic update operator, <~, handles the changed
set of fields automatically. This is not only a reduction in the
number of places that must be updated to support the change
but it also eliminates whole classes of bugs when there may
be multiple constructors and one update copy might match

a constructor with a default value for k creating an incorrect
update.
4.2

Indeterminate Behavior

When the behavior of a code block is under-specified the
result is code that is harder to reason about and more prone to
errors. As a key goal of the B OSQUE language is to eliminate
sources of unneeded complexity that lead to confusion and
errors we naturally want to eliminate these under-specified
behaviors. To start with B OSQUE does not have any truly undefined behavior such as allowing uninitialized variable reads.
However, we can go further by eliminating implementation
defined behavior as well. Thus, in the language definition
sorting is defined to be stable and all associative collections
(sets and maps) have a stable enumeration order. As a result
of these design choices there is always a single unique and
canonical result for any B OSQUE program!
This means that developers will never see intermittent production failures or flakey unit-tests in B OSQUE code. Consider the following example where a list with records containing duplicate id properties is sorted and then, as the test, the
developer asserts the first element is associated with a given
value. In many languages, including JavaScript, where sort
stability is not specified this test may fail or succeed depending on the version of the runtime or even between different
runs on the same runtime.
var l = L i s t [ { i d : I n t , v a l : S t r i n g }]@{
@{i d =1 , v a l =" y e s " } ,
@{i d =1 , v a l =" no " } ,
@{i d =2 , v a l =" maybe " }
}
. s o r t ( f n ( a , b ) => a . i d < b . i d ) ;
a s s e r t l [ 0 ] . v a l == " y e s " ;
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//Bosque Implementation (Diff)
concept Bar {
...
field k: Bool;
}

//JavaScript Implementation (Diff)
class Bar {
constructor(f, k) {
...
this.k = k;
}
}

var x = Baz@{f=1, g=2, k=true};
...

class Baz extends Bar {
constructor(f, g, k) {
super(f, k);
...
}
}
var x = new Baz(1, 2, true);
var y = new Baz(3, x.g, x.k);

Figure 4. Diff for New Field: JavaScript vs. Bosque
These types of indeterminate behaviors, and the failures
they cause, are a major pain point for testing and for development in general. However, the semantics of B OSQUE ensure
a single unique and canonical result so these types of issues
are completely eliminated.
In addition to undefined and implementation defined behaviors there are also environmental sources of nondeterminism,
IO, getting dates/times, event-loop scheduling, random numbers, UUID generation, etc. that are also present in most
languages. JavaScript took an interesting step by decoupling
the core compute language in the JS specification from the
IO and event loop which are provided by the host [44, 58].
The AMBROSIA [20] project pushed this idea further by
fully moving all sources of environmental nondeterminism to
host provided calls. We take the same approach of decoupling
the core compute language, B OSQUE, from the host runtime
which is responsible for managing environmental interaction.
In combination with the fully determinized semantics the
movement of external interaction out of the core language
enables transparent failure recovery [20], diagnostic recordreplay or time-travel-debugger systems [3, 4], and serverless
frameworks that rely on restartability and migration [15] to
be built on B OSQUE code without any (or minimal) additional
instrumentation or runtime support!
4.3

equality is chosen as a default, or is an option, is also a bit of
an anachronism as reference equality heavily ties the execution semantics of the language to a hardware model in which
objects are associated with a memory location.
Once reference equality, and the aliasing relation it induces,
are present in a language they quickly spread with major impacts on value representation, passing semantics, and evaluation strategies. In the absence of user visible reference semantics then the choice of pass-by-value vs. pass-by-reference for
argument and return values no longer impacts the behavior
of the program. Eliminating aliasing also moves choices on
value representation, inline, shared reference, sliced, and evaluation optimizations such as memoization from semantic to
purely performance related concerns.
The B OSQUE language does not allow user visible reference equality in any operation including == or container
operations. Instead equality is defined either by the core language for the primitives Bool, Int, String, etc., or as a user
defined composite key (ckey) type. The composite key type
allows a developer to create a distinct type to represent a composite equality and order comparable value. The language
also allows types to define a key field that will be used for
equality/order by the associative containers in the language.
ckey MyKey {
idx : I n t ;
category : String ;
}

Equality and Representation

Equality is a multifaceted concept in programming [57] and
ensuring consistent behavior across the many areas it can surface in a modern programming language such as ==, .equals,
Set.has, and List.sort, is source of subtle bugs [28]. This
complexity further manifests itself in the need for developers and tooling to consider the possible aliasing relations of
values, in addition to their structural data, in order to understand the behavior of a block of code. The fact that reference

e n t i t y Baz p r o v i d e s I n d e x a b l e {
f i e l d key : MyKey ;
}
var a = Baz@{MyKey@{1, " y e s " } } ;
var b = Baz@{MyKey@{1, " y e s " } } ;
var c = Baz@{MyKey@{1, " no " } } ;
var s e t = S e t [ Baz]@{a } ;
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Y Pdebug x 
Y Pdebug x 

s e t . has ( a ) ; / / true
s e t . has ( b ) ; / / true
s e t . has ( c ) ; / / f a l s e

 Pdeployed x  v
 Pdeployed x 

error

error

Or informally that the deployed semantics must raise some
error at some point2 if the debug semantics would also raise
an error.

This sample shows how a developer can use primitive types
and custom keys to define the notion of equality e.g. identity, primary key, equivalence, etc. that makes sense for their
domain without the complication of a default that needs to
be overridden. From a reasoning standpoint this simplification eliminates the need to track aliasing, allows all values
to be reasoned about as pure terms, and eliminates the need
to model implicit re-entrant .equals calls during container
operations. As desired it also enables a developer or compiler
to switch between representations and evaluation strategies
without worrying about effecting semantically observable
behavior.
4.4

v

function foo ( l : L i s t [ I n t ] , i : I n t ) : I n t {
var y = l . min ( ) ; / / runtime e r r o r
check i ! = 0 ; / / check e r r o r
return y + i ;
}
var k = f o o ( L i s t [ I n t ] { } , 0 ) ;

This example shows code with 2 errors under debug execution semantics and will always fail on the call to l.min. However, the deployed semantics can either, fail with l.min, fail
with check i != 0, or statically determine the call always
fails and reduce the program to error. This has a number of
interesting implications. A compiler can reorder execution
freely, parallelization restrictions are substantially relaxed,
and it becomes feasible to perform larger scale semantic transforms such as switching from chained collection processing
to pipelined or eager evaluation to lazy.

Evaluation Strategies

Evaluation order and error behavior are the second area where
details of a CPU based execution model have crept into default
choices for language semantics. The sequencing operators,
specifically “;” and “,”, inject a notion of single-threaded
in-order execution for a CPU or a step-debugger. This artificially limits the evaluation strategies that a runtime can use
by adding a new and arbitrary relation between actions in
a program. Beyond the natural mapping to execution on an
idealized CPU this choice is also motivated by the ability to
observe execution order via side effecting logging, raise, or
runtime error semantics which leak information on execution
interleaving. Our goal is to provide a model where the semantics of sequence operators are simultaneous execution modulo
true data or control dependencies and errors are unable to leak
ordering information.
The B OSQUE language takes a novel view of logging, runtime errors, and debugging. Since the semantics and design
of the language ensure fully determinized execution of any
code there is actually no real need to perform logging within
a block of code. So, logging is not available in the compute
language. However, runtime error reporting requires the inclusion of observable information, like line numbers and error
messages, to support failure analysis and debugging. In this
case, since B OSQUE execution is fully deterministic and repeatable, we opt for a design where the language has two
execution semantics: deployed and debug. In the deployed
semantics all runtime errors are indistinguishable while in the
debug semantics errors contain full line number, call-stack,
and error metadata. When an error occurs in deployed mode
the runtime simply aborts, resets, and re-runs the execution
in debug mode to compute the precise error!
For a given program P the debug mode semantics the follow
a strict sequential and left-to-right evaluation of the code and
preserves a simple model that a developer can step though
in the debugger. The deployed mode applies simultaneous
execution semantics which: respects any true data or control
dependencies and for errors is only required to ensure that:

4.5

Loop Free and Controlled Recursion

Enforcing limited structure on iteration was a breakthrough
in allowing developers to concisely express their intent, e.g.
for(i = 0; i < length; ++i) vs. goto Lhead,
and was a critical development in empowering compilation
and verification tools based on structured dataflow analyses [54]. In this section we explore a second step in raising
the level of expressive power, from structures to intents, in
expressing iterative flow with the goal of achieving similar
improvements in program clarity and analysis effectiveness.
4.6

Looping Constructs

A fundamental concept in a programming language is the iteration construct and a critical question is can this construct be
provided as high-level functors, such as filter/map/reduce or
list comprehensions, or do programmers benefit from the flexibility available with iterative, while or for, looping constructs.
To answer this question in a definitive manner the authors
in [1] engaged in an empirical study of the loop “idioms”
found in real-world code. The categorization and coverage
results of these semantic loop idioms shows that almost every
loop a developer would want to write falls into a small number of idiomatic patterns which correspond to higher level
concepts developers are using in the code, e.g., filter, find,
group, map, etc.
Inspired by this result B OSQUE trades structured loops for
a set of high-level iterative processing constructs (functors).
The elimination of loops and their replacement with functors
2 The

error raised by the deployed semantics does not need to be from the
same source or related in any way to the error from the debug semantics. One
could be a div by 0 while the other is an out-of-bounds access.
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//Functor (Bosque)
var a = List[Int]@{...};
/**
Pre: true
**/
var b = a.map[Int](fn(x) => x*2);
/**
Post: List[Int]::eq(fn(x, y) => y == x*2, a, b)
**/

//Imperative Loop (JavaScript)
var: number[] a = [...];
var: number[] b = [];
/**
Pre: b.length == 0
**/
for(var i = 0; i < a.length; ++i) {
/**
Inv: b.length == i /\
forall i in [0, i) b[i] == a[i]*2
**/
b.push(a[i]*2);
}
/**
Post: b.length == a.length /\
forall i in [0, a.length) b[i] == a[i]*2
**/

Figure 5. Loops vs. Functors with Symbolic Transformers : JavaScript vs. Bosque
is a critical design choice. Eliminating the boilerplate of writing the same loops repeatedly eliminates whole classes of
bugs, e.g. bounds arithmetic, and makes programmer intent
clear with descriptively named functors instead of relying
on a shared set of mutually known loop patterns. Critically,
for enabling automated program validation and optimization,
eliminating loops also eliminates the need for computing
loop-invariants [19, 27]. Instead, with careful design of the
collection libraries, it is possible to write precise transformers
for the functors. Thus, eliminating the loop invariant generation problem when computing strongest-postconditions, or
weakest-preconditions, and reducing the task to a simple and
deterministic matter of formula pushing!
The idioms in [1] contain the expected set of functors
seen in most functional languages, filter/map/reduce/find, as
well as operators, join/take/first/every, that also appear in
the stream oriented C# LINQ [41], Java Stream [30] APIs,
or JavaScript functional libraries like underscore [73] or lodash [43]. Instead of relying solely on our intuition to select
these operators we apply the data driven design suggested
in [1] to ensure that our library of operators does not miss any
frequent use cases.
Figure 5 contains a simple example of how the loop free
nature of B OSQUE simplifies the analysis of a program. Instead of requiring sophisticated techniques to heuristically
generate an invariant for each loop a programmer writes, we
manually write a template (once) for each functor in the collection library, and then when analyzing a call to the functor
we instantiate it with the lambda body semantics. The result
is a faster and more predictable analysis as there are no heuristics which may run slowly or fail based on subtle variations
in the way a loop is written. Since the collection functors are
associated with high-level intents the transformers associated
with them can also be written using higher-level predicates,

as seen by the use of the List[Int]::eq predicate in the sample. The improvements in performance and results quality are
not limited to weakest-precondition/strongest-postcondition
formula computation but also apply to any other abstract interpretation [56] based analyses [46, 53] or more specialized
symbolic based analysis [22].
In previous systems the semantics of container processing
operations and their chaining was restricted by the underlying
language providing a single “.” composition operator. Thus,
steps in the process were either layered where all elements
were processed before moving to the next step or streamed
where a single element was run through all processing steps
before moving the next element. Further study of looping
code indicated that developer preference for reasoning about
a block of code, and efficiency of processing, was variable and
that providing developers the option of using either semantics
was ideal. Thus, the B OSQUE language provides a stream piping operator “|>” which allows a developer to stream objects
through a processing pipeline in addition to the standard “.”
chaining operator.
4.7

Recursion

The lack of explicit looping constructs, and the presence of
collection processing functors, is not unusual in functional
languages. However, the result is often the replacement of
complex loop structures with complex recursion structures.
Complex raw control flows obfuscate the intent of the code
and hinder automated analysis and tooling regardless of if
the flow is a loop or recursion. Thus, B OSQUE is designed
to encourage limited uses of recursion, increase the clarity
of the recursive structure, and enable compilers/runtimes to
avoid stack related errors [48].
To accomplish these goals we borrow from the design of the
async/await syntax and semantics from JavaScript/TypeScript
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and F# [2] which is used to add structured asynchronous
execution to these languages. In this design the async keyword
is used to explicitly identify functions that are asynchronous
while the await keyword is placed at the continuation points
of async function calls. In the background the compiler uses
these markers to identify where it should convert the linear
code into a continuation passing form.
The B OSQUE language takes a similar approach by introducing the rec keyword which is used at both declaration
sites to indicate a function/method is recursive and again at
the call site so to affirm that the caller is aware of the recursive
nature of the call.

Figure 6 shows a fragment of B OSQUE code from a hypothetical coffee-shop finder application. Our focus is on the
closest function which takes in a list of stores, a matching
list of their locations, and the users current location. It is intended to output the [Shop, Location] tuple corresponding
to the nearest, in Manhattan distance, coffee shop.
Given the argument lists and current location the closest
code in Figure 6 will first check the requires clause of the
function to ensure that the lists are of the same length. Assuming this test passes the first step in the actual computation is
to use pipeline processing to go over the elements in the locs
list, first doing a combination of computing the Manhattan
distance for the element and checking that it does not exceed a
sanity limit on distances, and then finding the index in the list
with with minimum distance. Once this minimum distance
index is known the code gets the corresponding store and
location from the paired lists and returns a tuple containing
these values.

t y p e d e f TNode = { l : TNode ? , r : TNode ? , d : I n t } ;
r e c f u n c t i o n f i n d ( t : TNode ? , d : I n t ) : TNode ? {
i f ( t == none ) {
r e t u r n none ;
}
e l i f ( t . d == d ) {
return t ;
}
else {
return ( t . d < d ) ? rec f i n d ( t . l , d )
: rec f i n d ( t . r , d ) ;
}
}

5.1

As seen in the example the rec marker provides clarity to the
developer on which calls may involve recursion and enables
the compiler to check these as well. The rec keyword can also
be used to power alternative compiler/runtime implementation of recursive calls. In addition to the standard unbounded
call stack implementation the rec keyword can be used like
the await keyword as a marker for points where conversion
to a continuation passing version can be performed, with a
worklist implementation, to enable recursion on a bounded
depth stack.
The combination of explicit demarcation of recursive execution along with the ability to place strong pre/post conditions on these calls serve as limits on the complexity that
recursion can introduce while still providing it as an option
for when functors cannot (or cannot reasonably) be used to
express a computation. We believe that further work, such
as identifying recursive idioms [26, 49] or other fundamental algorithmic patterns [33, 55, 74], can further reduce the
need for unstructured recursion – eventually limiting it to an
infrequently used part of the language.

5

Verification and Threshing

The B OSQUE type system provides rich structural information
about the values of function arguments. In particular the nonnoneability and lack of aliasing in the language semantics
make it feasible to build precise symbolic models a program
state from them and, as as result, it is feasible to perform
modular abstract symbolic execution on each function. This
approach is very effective for this code and will flag three
potential errors that could be raised.
1. The requires stores.size() == locs.size() fails.
2. The check mdist < sanityDist fails for some value.
3. The call to minIndex on line 19 raises a runtime error.
Instead of reporting these potential errors directly, burdening the developer with potential false positives and forcing them to interpret a first-order logic formula detailing
the violation, we can instead try a combination of weakestprecondition computation and threshing [7].
For the first error, since there is no mutation, it is simple to
back prop the failure condition to line 31 where the arguments
originate. Using the fact that the size of the result list from
a map is the same as the input list size it is trivial to deduce
that stores.size() == opts.size() == locs.size(). Thus,
this can be ruled out as satisfied by the caller.
Similarly, the check on line 16 reduces to manhattanDist(
l, curr) A sanityDist when propagated back to through
the lambda, reduces to § e > locs s.t. manhattanDist(l,
e) A sanityDist as the precondition for the map functor,
and eventually back to line 28/29 where the locations are
computed. At line 29 this is trivally refuted as the list is
empty. On line 28 we can use a template on the precondition
semantics for the filter operation and check if (§ e > opts
s.t. manhattanDist(l, e[1]) A sanityDist) , (¦ e > opts
manhattanDist(l, e[1]) @ sanityDist) is satisfiable. In

Case Studies

The previous sections of this paper have presented regularized
programming as a concept and a specific realization of this
model in the B OSQUE language. This section uses three examples to examine the implications of these ideas in enabling
the creation of previously impractical developer experiences,
improving software quality, and increasing developer productivity.
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global sanityDist: Int = 100;
typedef Shop = ...;
typedef Location = {x: Int, y: Int, zip: String};
typedef GeoData = Map[String, List[[Shop, Location]]];
function manhattanDist(l1: Location, l2: Location): Int {
return (l1.x - l2.x).abs() + (l1.y - l2.y).abs());
}
function closest(stores: List[Shop], locs: List[Location], curr: Location): [Shop, Location]
requires stores.size() == locs.size()
{
var near = locs |> map[Int](fn(l) => {
var mdist = manhattanDist(l, curr);
check mdist < sanityDist;
return mdist;
})
|> minIndex();
var store = stores.at(near);
var at = locs.at(near);
return @[store, at];
}
function getOptions(data: GeoData, curr: Location): [List[Shop], List[Location]] {
var opts = data.tryGet(curr.zip)
?.filter(fn(opt) => manhattanDist(opt[1], curr) < sanityDist)
?| List[[Shop, Location]]@{};
return @[opts.map[Shop](fn(opt) => opt[0]), opts.map[Location](fn(opt) => opt[1])];
}
entrypoint function getNearby(data: GeoData, curr: Location): [Shop, Location]? {
var info = getOptions(data, curr);
return closest(...info, curr);
}

Figure 6. Example Code Closest Coffee-Shop Code
this case it is not and so we know that this error is impossible
as well.
In the third case it is possible to propagate the formula,
locs.size() != 0 from line 19. Up to line 29 as a possible
source of the empty list. At this point we can continue to push
the formula up with the inference that data.has(curr.zip)
and eventually to the entrypoint function getNearby on line
34.
At this point we can concretize the error trace to get at
least one failing input for the developer to inspect and debug.
In this case we may provide data = Map[String, List[[
Shop, Location]]@{} as the failure example. From this the
developer could add a check for the empty list in the closest
function and return the sentinel none to resolve the issue.

The ideas of symbolic validation and threshing are not
new but, as shown in this example, features of the regularized programming model move these tools from aspirational
to a realizable part of a developers toolkit. The regularized
programming model allowed the symbolic engine to avoid
the complexities of reasoning about frames, havocs, loopinvariant generation, fact-retraction, alias analysis, and nullity.
As a result the symbolic analysis task was done using basic
formula propagation and without the use of heuristics, case
splitting optimizations, or complex generalization strategies.
5.2

SemVer Check

In addition to enabling verification and validation scenarios,
regularized programming also has the potential to revolutionize many aspects of the software lifecycle as developers experience it today. The topic of Semantic Versioning
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3. There is the possibility of a check failure on each
pipelined element which must be considered.
4. The scalar logic needs to be converted into SIMD –
existing compiler and synthesis techniques can handle
this [5, 34, 45].

(SemVer) [67] is a major concern. Our example code may
ship as part of a library consumed by other applications. It
is given a SemVer number, Major.Minor.Patch, which
specify the version of the software and, informally, what
may change during an upgrade. By convention Major may
change existing APIs, Minor may add new functionality but
existing behavior is preserved, and Patch may only fix bugs.
There is no formal specification for what any of these mean
exactly and, when updating a SemVer, the developer must use
their best judgement as to what their changes are and what
the appropriate SemVer change should be.
The ability to effectively reason about code in the regularized model has the potential to change this. With techniques
like symbolic diffing [37] we can begin to formalize what
each SemVer level means and validate, both on the provider
and consumer side, if they can upgrade without experiencing breakage or estimate where and how much change might
occur. As a very conservative approximation we can state
formally that for a change from P P’ where ¦ v s.t. P(v) x
error
P(v)  P’(v), i.e. we have only removed possible
errors, then the SemVer change is a Patch.
In our example the developer has fixed a previous error
when the GeoData had no information for the current zipcode
and would fail with an exception. In the new version it will
instead return the sentinal none value indicating no data was
found for the users query. In this case, as we saw in the
verification example, the regularized programming model
enables the automated analysis of this code and validation
of our SemVer Patch condition. Thus, after fixing a bug
that was (automatically) identified the developer can also fix
and deploy it with complete confidence that it will not cause
problems to downstream consumers.

In any previous language the first 3 issues would realistically eliminate any hope of SIMD converting this loop.
However, the regularized semantics of B OSQUE mostly or
completely eliminates these issues.
As discussed in Section 4.3 the language semantics do not
allow the observation of reference identity and by-value vs.
by-reference representation are indistinguishable. Thus, the
compiler can trivially transform the locs list into a representation where the values are stored inline. The error semantics
in Section 4.3 also allow the compiler to interchange the error
raise across iterations of the pipeline processing or even move
out of the loop entirely and only raise upon completion if required. With the error issue resolved the rest of the operations
are trivially commutative based just on the immutable value
semantics and definition of map and minIndex.
Using these insights a compiler can trivially convert the
pipeline into a fused version of map + min, hoist the check
error out of the loop, flatten the locs values into a by-value
representation, and perform SIMD expansion plus instruction
selection on the now fully flat and scalar code.
This example shows how the simplifications of regularized semantics transformed a complex, and often impossible
to verify safe, optimization into one that was almost trivial
to check and perform. Many of the features that made the
SIMD transformation simple including representation opacity, immutability, reorderabilty, also drastically simplify other
classes of program optimizations or runtime implementations
including, memory allocation/collection, expression move/elimination, stack allocation, partial evaluation, etc.



5.3

SIMD Vectorization

Beyond correctness and streamlining the software lifecycle
process, regularized programming also has the potential to
unlock substantial developments in compiler optimization
and application performance. To illustrate this we will look
at the task of auto-vectorizing code using SIMD instructions.
This transformation can lead to large performance increases
but it has been very difficult to consistently apply these optimizations in practice [5, 45].
Suppose we want to transform the collection processing
code in the closest function from a simple scalar implementation into a SIMD version. There are four issues that need to
be resolved:

6

Related Work

Throughout this paper we have cited the conceptual frameworks [8, 14, 33, 42] and language constructs [1, 6, 15, 52,
55, 72] that have motivated the development of the regularized programming paradigm and the design of the B OSQUE
language. Thus, we focus on topics related to the complexity
issues identified and connections to other lines of research.
Invariant generation: The problem of generating loop invariants goes back to the introduction of loops as a concept [19, 27]. Despite substantial work on the topic [23,
39, 66, 68] the problem of generating precise loop invariants remains an open problem. This has severely limited the
usability and adoption of formal methods in industrial development workflows. Notable successes include seL4 [35],
CompCert [40], and Everest [60]. However, all of these systems required expertise in formal methods that is beyond
what is available to most development teams. The B OSQUE

1. SIMD operations either cannot (or are poor performance) at pointer chasing. Thus, the list of Location
records should have value, not reference, semantics.
2. The pipeline operator implies a sequential order on
processing – each element in locs is processed by the
full pipeline before the next value.
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7

language seeks to sidestep this challenge entirely by avoiding
the presence of unconstrained iteration.

Conclusion

This paper introduced and defined the concept of regularized programming which represents major step in the journey, started with structured programming, towards code that
simple, obvious, and easy to reason about for both humans
and machines. This advance was based on the identification
and elimination of various sources of accidental complexity
that have remained unaddressed in modern programming languages and insights on how they can be alleviated via thoughtful language design. Using these insights we developed the
B OSQUE language3 which demonstrates the feasibility of
regularizing these sources of complexity while retaining the
expressivity and performance needed for a practical language.
Finally, using several case studies this paper demonstrated
opportunities for improved developer productivity and software quality. As a result of these developments we believe
that, just as structured programming did years ago, this regularized programming model will lead to massively improved
developer productivity, increased software quality, and enable a second golden age of developments in compilers and
developer tooling.

Equality and Reference Identity: Equality is a complicated
concept in programming [57]. Despite this complexity it has
been under-explored in the research literature and is often
defined based on historical precedent and convenience. This
can result in multiple flavors of equality living in a language
that may (or may not) vary in behavior and results in a range
of subtle bugs [28] that surface in surprising ways.
Reference identity, and the equality relation it induces,
is a particularly interesting example. Identity is often the
desired version of equality for classic object-oriented programming [57] and having it as a default is quite convenient.
However, in many cases a programmer desires equality based
on values, or a primary key, or an equivalence relation and
a default equality based on identity is, instead, a source of
bugs. Further, the fact that it is based on memory addresses is
a complication to pass-by-value optimizations of attempts to
compile to non Von Neumann architectures like FPGAs [36].
Alias Analysis: The introduction of identity as an observable feature in a language semantics immediately pulls in the
concept of aliasing. This is another problem that has been
studied extensively over the years [24, 25, 38, 50, 51, 69] and
remains an open and challenging problem. A major motivation for this work is, in a sense, to undo the introduction of
reference identity and identify code where reference equality does not need to be preserved. This is critical to many
compiler optimizations including classic transformations like
scalar field replacement, conversion to pass-by-value, and
copy-propagation [34, 54]. As discussed in Section 5 this
information is also critical to compiling to accelerator architectures like SIMD hardware [5].
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The main body of the paper contains numerous examples
of B OSQUE code which illustrate key novel and interesting
features of the language. However, to provide a more organic
view for how the language works and flows in the large this appendix contains the source code for a simple tic-tac-toe
program that supports both updating the board with user supplied moves, making an automated computer move, and managing the various game state.
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namespace NSMain;
entity Board {
const playerX: String[PlayerMark] = 'x'#PlayerMark;
const playerO: String[PlayerMark] = 'o'#PlayerMark;
const allCellPositions: List[[Int, Int]] = List[[Int, Int]]@{
@[ 0, 0 ], @[ 1, 0 ], @[ 2, 0 ],
@[ 0, 1 ], @[ 1, 1 ], @[ 2, 1 ],
@[ 0, 2 ], @[ 1, 2 ], @[ 2, 2 ]
};
const winPositionOptions:
List[[Int, Int]]@{ @[
List[[Int, Int]]@{ @[
List[[Int, Int]]@{ @[

List[List[[Int,
0, 0 ], @[ 0, 1
0, 1 ], @[ 1, 1
0, 2 ], @[ 1, 2

Int]]] =
], @[ 0,
], @[ 2,
], @[ 2,

List[List[[Int, Int]]]@{
2 ] },
1 ] },
2 ] },

List[[Int, Int]]@{ @[ 0, 0 ], @[ 1, 0 ], @[ 2, 0 ] },
List[[Int, Int]]@{ @[ 1, 0 ], @[ 1, 1 ], @[ 1, 2 ] },
List[[Int, Int]]@{ @[ 2, 0 ], @[ 2, 1 ], @[ 2, 2 ] },
List[[Int, Int]]@{ @[ 0, 0 ], @[ 1, 1 ], @[ 2, 2 ] },
List[[Int, Int]]@{ @[ 0, 2 ], @[ 1, 1 ], @[ 2, 0 ] }
};
//Board is a list of marks, indexed by x,y coords
field cells: List[String[PlayerMark]?];
factory static createInitialBoard(): { cells: List[String[PlayerMark]?] } {
return @{ cells=List[String[PlayerMark]?]::createOfSize(9, none) };
}
method getOpenCells(): List[[Int, Int]] {
return Board::allCellPositions->filter(fn(pos) => {
return !this->isCellOccupied(pos[0], pos[1]);
});
}
method getCellContents(x: Int, y: Int): String[PlayerMark]?
requires 0 <= x && x < 3 && 0 <= y && y < 3;
{
return this.cells->at(x + y * 3);
}
method isCellOccupied(x: Int, y: Int): Bool {
return this->getCellContents(x, y) != none;
}
method isCellOccupiedWith(x: Int, y: Int, mark: String[PlayerMark]): Bool
requires mark == Board::playerX || mark == Board::playerO;
{
return this->getCellContents(x, y) == mark;
}
method markCellWith(x: Int, y: Int, mark: String[PlayerMark]): Board
requires mark == Board::playerX || mark == Board::playerO;
requires 0 <= x && x < 3 && 0 <= y && y < 3;
requires !this->isCellOccupied(x, y);
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{
return this<~(cells=this.cells->set(x + y * 3, mark));
}
hidden method checkSingleWinOption(opt: List[[Int, Int]], mark: String[PlayerMark]): Bool {
return opt->all(fn(entry) => this->isCellOccupiedWith(entry[0], entry[1], mark));
}
hidden method checkSingleWinner(mark: String[PlayerMark]): Bool {
return Board::winPositionOptions->any(fn(opt) => this->checkSingleWinOption(opt, mark));
}
method checkForWinner(): String[PlayerMark]? {
if(this->checkSingleWinner(Board::playerX)) {
return Board::playerX;
}
elif(this->checkSingleWinner(Board::playerO)) {
return Board::playerO;
}
else {
return none;
}
}
}
entity Game {
field winner: String[PlayerMark]? = none;
field board: Board = Board@createInitialBoard();
method hasWinner(): Bool {
return this.winner != none;
}
method getWinner(): String[PlayerMark]
requires this->hasWinner();
{
return this.winner->as[String[PlayerMark]]();
}
method makeAutoMove(mark: String[PlayerMark], rnd: Int): Game
requires !this->hasWinner();
{
var! nboard: Board;
if(!this.board->isCellOccupied(1, 1)) {
nboard = this.board->markCellWith(1, 1, mark);
}
else {
var opts = this.board->getOpenCells();
var tup = opts->uniform(rnd);
nboard = this.board->markCellWith(...tup, mark);
}
return this<~( board=nboard, winner=nboard->checkForWinner() );
}
method makeExplicitMove(x: Int, y: Int, mark: String[PlayerMark]): Game
requires !this.board->isCellOccupied(x, y);
{
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var nboard = this.board->markCellWith(x, y, mark);
return this<~( board=nboard, winner=nboard->checkForWinner() );
}
}
entity PlayerMark provides Parsable {
field mark: String;
override static tryParse(str: String): PlayerMark | None {
return (str == "x" || str == "o") ? PlayerMark@{ mark=str } : none;
}
}
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